In view of the problems relating to the precision and convergence rate of traditional ant colony algorithm and fuzzy clustering algorithm on the medical image segmentation, a modified selfadaptive threshold ant colony optimization and fuzzy clustering (SAAF) algorithm were proposed here to realize the segmentation of the complex background medical image. As to the complex medical image, Otsu algorithm was firstly performed to obtain the optimal threshold, the local optimal solution of ant colony algorithm was avoided through the intervention of optimal threshold, then the clustering center and the number of cluster classes obtained through the selfadaptive threshold ant colony algorithm were imported into the fuzzy clustering algorithm until the image segmentation was finalized. The doctor can get the diseased organ by SAAF image segmentation algorithm according to the CT scanned images, and can use the segmented organ image to build the 3D virtual organ tissue model. Then, the doctor can achieve virtual surgical before using the real robot surgical to operate on patients. It will greatly improve the success rate of surgery and efficiency. 2015 18-19,
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Introduction
Using the surgical robot to operate on patients is the latest operation option. The surgical operation by the surgical robot has the characteristics of high precision, small incision and longtime operation. Thus, the surgical operation by the surgical robot is the latest research focus and hotspot. However, any doctor must receive the repeated training and be skillful at the surgical operation by robot. The surgical training by medical staff will be troubled by a lot of inconvenience due to the limitation of traditional surgical training mode using corpse or animal [1] . Therefore, a new alternative is offered for doctors to receive the training of surgical robot using the virtual surgical training system developed by the computer technology. In the virtual surgical training system, the establishment of an effective soft tissues model is the key to the entire system. With a view to the establishment of the soft tissues organ model, the clear 2D image contour should be obtained to the extent possible through image processing according to the medical image of the patient's organs. Then the 3D virtual soft tissues model was built according to the 2D image of organs, and was loaded to the virtual training system. Ultimately the force feedback force was manipulated to finalize the training of virtual surgery. Thus, the processing of the medical image of the patient's organs is the key to building effective virtual soft tissues. The medical image segmentation technique is one of the key technologies for medical image processing. According to different imaging principles, the medical image can be divided into a many different models, such as ultrasound, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, single-photon emission computed tomography, positron emission tomography and computed tomography [2] . Compared to other imaging methods, CT has higher density resolution, and CT has a significant presence in the clinical diagnosis for organ tumor [3] . For this reason, the processing and segmentation of CT medical image is focally examined here.
Through the preliminary analysis and research, the fuzzy clustering and ant colony algorithm were performed here to segment the medical image. The fuzzy clustering algorithm (FCM) is the process of image segmentation through the unsupervised fuzzy class calibration method. However, some deficiencies are also found in FCM: on the one hand, the number of clustering classes should be firstly set, which results in the lowered precision in image segmentation; on the other hand, the uncertainty of setting the clustering classes leads to the large amount of calculation and a lot of time in the clustering process, decreasing the efficiency. Balafar proposed a new clustering method which can select training data for each target class based on FCM for medical segmentation [4] . Biniaz presented an Unsupervised ACO developed by FCM which utilizes the benefits of two algorithms and overlaps their defects, and this method is less sensitive to noise [5] . Zhang used a hybrid roughness-based FCM mathematic model for medical image segmentation [6] . Chen proposed a local fuzzy clustering and ChanVese model for CT medical image segmentation [7] . This model can efficiently reduce the time complexity. Zhang compared the different algorithms for medical image segmentation method, and pointed out the further research direction of this method [8] .
In addition to using FCM method, there are other common methods for the image segmentation based on different threshold methods. For example, LAN proposed an optimized interactive image segmentation algorithm which can improve the segmentation accuracy [9] . Sofian presented an automated segmentation method which was to use Otsu thresholding in segmenting and detecting the outer boundary [10] . Manikandan proposed a segmentation algorithm of medical brain images [11] . This method is real coded genetic algorithm with Simulated Binary Crossover based on multilevel thresholding.
To improve the FCM algorithm clustering center and the number of clustering classes calibration method, overcome the traditional ant colony algorithm which may easily fall into the local optimal problem, and further increase the convergence rate, the ant colony algorithm using the self-adaptive threshold was proposed here, which combined FCM and Otsu threshold methods to segment the medical image. The modified Otsu algorithm was firstly performed to obtain the optimal threshold, the ant colony algorithm falling into the local optimal solution was avoided through the intervention of the optimal threshold, the clustering center and the number
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Medical Image Segmentation Yidong Bao of clustering classes those were further obtained from the self-adaptive threshold ant colony algorithm were imported into FCM, until the medical image was segmented. Comparing the image segmentation method using Traditional ant colony algorithm (TA), Ant fuzzy colony clustering algorithm (AF) and quantum ant colony fuzzy clustering algorithm (QAF), the experimental verification figure and data demonstrate that the algorithm has been greatly improved in terms of time and the misclassification error.
Self-Adaptive Threshold Ant Colony Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm
The image processing procedure of SAAF is given below:
(1) The image preprocessing was firstly done to read the image, which was later converted to the double-precision grey-scale image.
(2) The image underwent the Otsu self-adaptive threshold segmentation was to obtain the optimal value T .
The grey level of the original image was assumed as V and the grey level range of the image was set as { } The probability of A and B can be wrote as
The gray average of A and B can be wrote as
Then, the sum of gray average is
The class variance between Target Area and background area can be wrote as
E was made the optimal eigenvalue when 2 d was the biggest, it can be wrote as (5) As the optimization process cycles, each path residues and subsequent change of information, and the residual information content left on each path will also change.
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W is information intensity. Using the equation
The selection probability of ant colony for the path was obtained is the set classified into the j Y neighborhood. Then, the optimal cluster center can be wrote as
The cluster offset error of j is
The sum of offset error can be calculated according to Eq. (15). It is ℘= ∑ 
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Yidong Bao b is weighted index. The value of b is 2. Updating cluster center, and computer objective function
The distance between the updated clustering center and the clustering center acquired from the last step was calculated, and the image will be output if the distance is within the defined error range. Fig. 1 is the flow chart of SAAF algorithm. 
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Experiment Results
To verify the correctness and effectiveness of the modified algorithm, the experiment verification figure and relevant data were obtained by comparing the image segmentation methods using AF, QAF [12] , and SAAF, so as to compare and demonstrate the effectiveness of this modified algorithm. Fig. 2(a) , Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) are the original organ CT images. Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3 (b) are the segmented figures using AF algorithm. Fig. 4(b) is the segmented figure using QAF. Fig.  2(c), Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 4(c) are the segmented figures using SAAF algorithm. The experiment verification figure clearly suggests that the image segmented which uses SAAF algorithm is clearer, particularly of the image edge, than the segmented contour described in AF and QAF [12] .
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Medical Image Segmentation Yidong Bao In the experiment, the average times for calculating the distance between the clustering center after 15 updates and the clustering center previously obtained were recorded, as shown in Table 1 . This discovers that the calculation times using SAAF were less than those using TA and AF. Table 2 presents the thresholds running three different methods, which indicates that the ultimate threshold obtained from SAAF is a different self-adaptive value, and is optimal than the first two methods. During the process of experiment, given the same number of iterations, the number of iterations was selected as 100, 200 and 300 times here, the average value was obtained after running 30 times, and the time spent in TA, AF and SAAF is shown in Table 3 . And given the same number of iterations, the time spent in SAAF is less than that in the first two methods. Table 4 means the error classification and kappa coefficient as to the image segmented using different methods compared with the original image, which indicates that the error classification for SAAF is less than that for AF, and kappa coefficient is higher for SAAF than that for AF. 
Applying Saaf Into Robot Virtual Surgical System
With diseased liver, for example, the liver that needs to be operated will be separated from the whole CT image after the SAAF segmentation. And using the position precision and separation algorithm, we will partition the image into separate liver image according to the liver outline. Then, the 3D virtual liver tissue model would be established according to the size and the location of the diseased liver. This virtual liver tissue model has the characteristic of viscoelasticity, also it has the same diseased location and character with the real liver organ. Then, the 3D virtual liver tissue model would be loaded into the robot virtual surgical training system. Using haptic force-feedback device to achieve cutting simulation and other operation for the diseased liver. Fig. 5 shows the 3D virtual liver tissue model which established by VC++ and OpenGL according to SAAF image segmentation algorithm. It can achieve virtual liver squashes and cutting simulation. 
Conclusion
In this paper, Otsu algorithm was firstly used to obtain the optimal threshold, the ant colony algorithm falling into the local optimal solution was avoided through the threshold of the optimal threshold, the clustering center and the number of cluster classes further obtained
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Yidong Bao through the self-adaptive threshold ant colony algorithm were imported to the fuzzy C-mean cluster algorithm, until the image segmentation was finalized. The effect of image segmentation using TA, AF and QAF were experimentally compared, validating SAAF with higher time efficiency; less average times of calculating the distance between the clustering centers; smaller error classification, higher kappa coefficient, and also validating the effectiveness and correctness of SAAF. While this algorithm further improves the segmentation of medical image, when the target and background are very close, the precision needs to be further improved, therefore the subsequent works will further make improvements based on previous efforts.
